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The history of Europe concerns itself with the discovery and collection, the study, organization and presentation and the interpretation of past events and affairs of the people of Europe since the beginning of written records. During the Neolithic era and the time of the Indo-European migrations, Europe saw human inflows from east and southeast and subsequent important cultural and material exchange. The period known as classical antiquity began with the emergence of the city-states of ancient Greece. The Modern European History research seminar, and the graduate-run Workshop, provide a central platform to provide conversations across specialisms, hear ongoing research by faculty and research students, and bring in outside speakers to hear of the latest new approaches. Cambridge is also host to a rich variety of specialised seminars, like the DAAD-funded reading group in German history, the seminar in 19th century French studies, the New Cambridge Modern History. (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1957-1979). 14 vol. *R-BAF 1970.Â Cook, Chris, and John Stevenson. Longman Handbook of Modern European History. 1763-1985. (London and New York: Longman, 1987). *R-BTV 87-6406 and Longman Handbook of World History since 1914 (London and New York: Longman, 1991). Edited by historians from different countries, the Journal is a response to advancing internationalisation, which is taking place in thinking and writing about ...Â Subjects: History, European Studies, History, Area Studies. Collections: Arts & Sciences XV Collection, JSTOR Archival Journal & Primary Source Collection. Â— Close Overlay.